DIRECTIONS TO NHU

14271 Story Road
San Jose, California 95127 - 3823
(408) 254 - 6900

From Highway 101 North:
Take US-101 SOUTH towards SAN JOSE
Take the I-280/I-680 exit towards SACRAMENTO
Take the I-680 exit towards SACRAMENTO
Take the CAPITOL EXPRESSWAY
Continue on EAST CAPITOL EXPRESSWAY
Turn Left on STORY RD
After the STORY/WHITE RD intersection, The National Hispanic University will be on the left-hand side
Arrive at 14271 STORY RD, SAN JOSE

From Highway 101 South:
Take US-101 NORTH towards SAN JOSE
Take the I-280/I-680 exit towards DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE/SACRAMENTO
Take the I-680 exit towards SACRAMENTO
Take the CAPITOL EXPRESSWAY exit
Continue on EAST CAPITOL EXPRESSWAY
Turn Left on STORY RD
After the STORY/WHITE RD intersection, The National Hispanic University will be on the left-hand side
Arrive at 14271 STORY RD, SAN JOSE

From Highways 280 or 680:
Take the CAPITOL EXPRESSWAY exit
Continue on EAST CAPITOL EXPRESSWAY
Turn Left on STORY RD
After the STORY/WHITE RD intersection, The National Hispanic University will be on the left-hand side
Arrive at 14271 STORY RD, SAN JOSE